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To understand how to use the body to perform basic
gymnastic balances, shapes and weight transfers.
To be able to understand and carry out basic
sequences with and without equipment.
To improve concentration and mental focus using
basic gymnastic skillsDevelop and understanding of
the sportsmanship and discipline required in
gymnastics.
Improve flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance.
Compare their performances with previous ones and
demonstrate improvements to achieve their
personal best.
Master basic movements developing balance, agility
and coordination, and begin to apply these in a
range of activates.
Understand the importance of teamwork through
gymnastics.
Excel in the compulsory elements of the PE
Curriculum which must be covered through
Gymnastics.

Gymnastics objectives



KS2 Scheme of
Work



KS2 Skill Progression -
Year 3

To be able to demonstrate egg roll, tuck
roll and roll to stand
To be able to demonstrate different
jumping techniques
To travel using different patterns and
pathways
To recap rolling learnt last week and
create a small sequence
To make a sequence in groups using low
apparatus
To perform a sequence to the class

Year 3 Unit 1

To understand the correct way to warm
our bodies up so we do not hurt
ourselves
to understand why it is important to
carry out a series of stretches after any
warm up or at the end of a cool down
To understand what the term 'flexible'
means and how to improve our flexibility
To understand the correct way to cool
down our bodies up so we do not hurt
ourselves
To understand why it is important to
carry out a series of stretches after any
warm up or at the end of a cool down

Year 3 Unit 2

To prepare or practice bridge
To use different levels and pathways
For children to practice and improve
strength in lifts
To create a sequence in a group of 4
To add apparatus to sequence
To perform group sequence

Year 3 Unit 3

To make shapes using different levels
To continue with headstand skills
To demonstrate forward roll
Using basic equipment
To demonstrate jumps and leaps
To create sequence as a class and
perform

Year 3 Unit 4

To focus on throwing and catching
the ball
To practice leaps and landings and
using the hoop
Learning how to body wave and
using the rope
To demonstrate different
techniques with the ribbon
To create a sequence in groups
using different apparatus
To perform sequence in groups

Year 3 Unit 5

To balance on apparatus
Jumping using a hoop
Using large apparatus
Using the rope and travel
Working in a group to create a sequence
To display sequence in groups to the
class

Year 3 Unit 6



To demonstrate a small sequence
including star, tuck and straddle jump
To share ideas on sequence building and
deliver this as a class
To demonstrate a forward roll or
preparation for forward roll
To recap and improve forward roll and
teddy bear roll
To prepare a sequence in pairs
To create a sequence in pairs

Year 4 Unit 1

To be able to understand that we balance
by taking the weight on and off different
parts of their bodies
To understand how to shift the weight
from one body part to another
To understand that we can move in a
variety of different ways
To be able to create different shapes with
different parts of our bodies
To be able to demonstrate three different
types of rolls
To be able to combine everything that we
have learned this unit, in order to combine
and reflect

Year 4 Unit 2

Year 4 Unit 3
To prepare or practice bridge
To use different levels and pathways
For children to practice and improve
strength in lifts
To create a sequence in a group of 4
To add apparatus to sequence
To perform group sequence

To recap shapes and demonstrate
bridge
To practice headstand
Learning to use basic equipment
To demonstrate cartwheel
To create sequence as a class and
perform
To practice counter balance

Year 4 Unit 4

Bouncing and rolling the ball
To practice balances and using the
hoop
To combine rope and travel
To build on ribbon techniques
To create a sequence in groups
using different apparatus
To perform sequence in groups

Year 4 Unit 5

To mirror partners on the apparatus
To practice travel along the bench
Use the ball in small sequence
Using large apparatus
Working in a group of 3 to create a
sequence
To display sequence in groups of 3 to
the class

Year 4 Unit 6

 Year 4



To recap shapes and demonstrate
counter balances
To demonstrate forwards and backwards
roll or preparation for this
To demonstrate a cartwheel or
preparation for cartwheel
To demonstrate balances
To create a sequence using the
apparatus
To perform Balances sequence with
apparatus

Year 5 Unit 1

To learn the importance of stretching
and create a warm up sequence
To introduce new balances and work on
strength building
To understand and demonstrate
counter balance and counter tension
To create sequence and deliver
introduction to headstand
To include apparatus into routine
To perform sequence in pairs

Year 5 Unit 2

To complete a gymnastics circuit in pairs
To create a sequence to include 3
individual shapes and 2 partner assisted
shapes
To add apparatus into sequence from
last week and perform
To perform a sequence of balances in
pairs
To complete a series of jumps and land
them correctly in pairs
To perform low lifts and create a full
sequence

Year 5 Unit 3

Linking travel, shapes, jumps and
balance
To demonstrate headstand or
handstand
Learning to use basic equipment
To demonstrate cartwheel
To create sequence as a class and
perform

Year 5 Unit 4

To use our body to roll the ball
Build on spinning and rolling the
hoop whilst travelling
To improve skipping and jumping
with the rope
Build on snake movements with the
ribbon
To create a sequence in groups using
different apparatus
To perform sequence in partners

Year 5 Unit 5

To make new shapes using the
apparatus
To practice jump from the bench
To use techniques learnt with the
rope
Learning to use large apparatus
Working in a class to create a
sequence
To perform class sequence in groups

Year 5 Unit 6

 Year 5



To recap all shapes and feel confident
with them
To be able to add apparatus to sequence
Create a sequence in pairs including
different levels, directions, pathways and
speeds whilst travelling
To works on individual balance and
counter balance in pairs
To demonstrate and explain how to do a
variety of rolls
To build on last week’s sequence in groups

Year 6 Unit 1

To complete a gymnastics circuit in pairs
To learn a variety of partner balances
and demonstrate each balance
To practise and perfect poses from last
week
To practise and hold counter balances
To perform jumps in pairs
To perform a sequence including partner
balances, counterbalances, partner
jumps and lifts

Year 6 Unit 3

 Year 6

To look at postural development and
flexibility
To practice and improve forward roll,
shoulder stands and headstands
To practice and improve headstands
To create a sequence including counter
and tension balances
To add apparatus to group sequence
To perform group sequence for the class

Year 6 Unit 2

To create a sequence using the
bench
To practice backwards roll and try
new way of doing this
Perform travel movement by
following and mirroring
Learning to use basic equipment
To demonstrate headstands,
handstand and cartwheels
To create sequence as a class and
perform

Year 6 Unit 4

Build on bouncing skills with the
ball
Spin the hoop using different parts
of the body
Travelling and jumping with the
rope
To carry out routine with all ribbon
techniques learnt so far
To create a sequence on their own
using equipment
To perform sequence in partners

Year 6 Unit 5

To practice jumping on and off the
apparatus
To practice and improve cartwheel
Using the springboard for leaps
Learning to use large apparatus
Working to create a class sequence
To deliver sequence in pairs to the
class

Year 6 Unit 6


